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Criteria of delimitation and typification for common-based peer production

P2Pvalue project1
I. Previous. On the nature and stage of the field of CBPP and the goal of the criteria
for delimitation and typification of CBPP. Delimitation criteria versus characteristics
versus good attributes versus case selection criteria.
Two main recent challenges drive the need to define delimitation and typification criteria.
From the first generation of CBPP areas (mainly FLOSS and Wikis), during the last decade
there has been an expansion of CBPP to other areas of activity than the initial ones
(mainly, FLOSS and Wikis), such as citizen science, product design, and management of
common spaces and open data sources. As part of this expansion, there has also been a
“hybridization” of CBPP with cases that seem to retain some commonalities with CBPP,
but differ in others, and also adopt aspects of other types of formats such as traditional
market formats that question whether they can actually be qualify as CBPP. This opens
up the need to deepen and review the initial conceptualizations of CBPP on the basis of
its later developments, and to have “criteria” to become oriented through a phenomenon
that has become more rich and diverse. The initial and very basic characterization of CBPP
as a form distinctive from traditional markets and firms – as not operating like traditional
command and mercantile exchange – is not enough. Additionally, it would be good to go
more deeply into our understanding of CBPP in order to be able to define it in terms of
how it actually operates, and not to define it in terms of how it does not operate.
The delimitation and typification criteria refer to features that help to qualify something
as common-based peer production (CBPP) and at the same time they are axes to help to
map the typologies of CBPP.
The delimitation and typification criteria generally refer to elements of CBPP that contrast
with other organizational forms. The contrast could be because something is not present
in CBPP. This is the case with the absence of mercantile exchange as a main driven
mechanism in CBPP that is present in other forms like traditional markets, but not in
CBPP. Or the contrast could be because they might be a different modality of a feature.
This is the case for hierarchies. In CBPP, there are hierarchies too, but they operate
differently than the traditional command hierarchies in firms.2
1 This work is supported by the Framework programme FP7-ICT-2013-10 of the European Commission through project P2Pvalue (www.p2pvalue.eu) (grant no.: 610961). This
report was written by Mayo Fuster Morell, a member of the P2Pvalue project IGOPnet partner. The material was developed through desk research (importantly, a review of
Benkler's work on CBPP), the analysis of a questionnaire to P2Pvalue project partners (particularly: Jorge Luis Salcedo Maldonado, Rubén Martinez Moreno, and Marco
Berlinguer (IGOPnet.cc Autonomous University of Barcelona), Adam Arvidsson (University of Milan), Primavera De Filippi and Mélanie Dulong de Rosnay (CNRS), Nigel Gilbert
and David Rozas (University of Surrey), Samer Hassan, Pablo Ojanguren, Antonio Tapiador, and Antonio Tenorio Fornés (GRASIA – Universitat Complutense of Madrid),
Karthik Jayaraman and Ignaci Labastilla (P2PF). For a complete list of P2Pvalue members and insights from a discussion about it by P2Pvalue members and the Cooperation
group of the Berkman center for Internet & society see http://p2pvalue.eu/people.
2 There have been previous attempts to establish delimitations in CBPP. This is the case of the four freedoms at the free software http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/freesw.html.
The four freedoms are being used rin relation to whether a particular software program qualifies as free software. A program is free software if it adequately gives users all of the
four freedoms. Although the four freedoms for software might resemble what we are trying to do here, in contrast to the free software definition, CBPP refers to a collective
process and the delimitation criteria for features of that process. In contrast, the free software definition is individualistically driven and built on the basis of individual freedoms,
not features of the process as a whole. Additionally, the FS definition is built on the basis of freedoms, while we are building more analytical features (although it can always be
argued that our exercise is also embedded in ethical principles).

Our departure point is the recognition that CBPP is a very diverse and dynamic field. In
light of this, the “metaphor” that represents what we see in front of us is more about
mapping a plural “galaxy” than drafting a two-sided camp. We are not aiming to establish
with the delimitation criteria two sides with a clear line of “delimitation” of what CBPP is
and what it is not. We do not think this corresponds with the stage of the field. We are
aiming to “map” the diversity of typologies of expression of CBPP, and the diverse ways
in which CBPP differs from other formats. These diverse typologies of CBPP result from
several combinations of elements that constitute CBPP, rather than one single formula.
Delimitation and typification criteria are distinctive from descriptive elements, good
attributes or selection criteria for cases. Characteristics or descriptive elements are
features that are present in most CBPP projects and are useful for presenting how
CBPP functions, even if these characteristics might also apply to non-CBPP forms.
Good attributes of CBPP are features of success, that is, features that tend to be
present in the CBPP cases where success is sustainable, that tend to not be present in the
CBPP cases that fail.3 Selection criteria of cases are criteria to be used to select cases
for empirical analysis. The selection criteria might be motivated by the appropriateness of
the methods, or because the aim is to focus on a particular type of CBPP. But this does
not mean one can assume that the criteria for case selection represent the whole range
of CBPP possibilities. For example, being based on a digital environment is not a
delimitation criterion, as there are also CBPPs that are not based on the digital
environment or are previous to the Internet. However, we can consider using a digital
platform as a selection criterion for cases, because we want to focus on those types of
cases.
Additionally, in the frame of this paper, we refer to areas of activity of CBPP as the
diverse modalities of CBPP regarding what they do, such as the areas of citizens’ media,

3 Harnessing diverse motivations, not just driven by monetary motivations (e.g. love, pleasure, education, fame, common good, utilitarian reasons, altruism, etc).
What motivates individuals to contribute to CBPP is a question that has attracted substantial research. Particularly within economics, there has been a curiosity to understand
why CBPP is not apparently primarily driven by monetary exchange and for-profit selfish motivations. Several studies that have analyzed the motivations of CBPP participants
have concluded that CBPP is frequently harnessed by very diverse motivations such as love, pleasure, education, fame, common good, utilitarian reasons, altruism, etc. As
well as being an empirically based characteristic of CBPP – that is, it has been frequently observed – it might also be an attribute of success and sustainability. If an example of
CBPP can satisfy a wide range of goals, then it might attract members with different interests, thereby increasing its sustainability. However, it could also be argued that this is
not distinctive and a delimitation of CBPP. Almost all economic activity harnesses diverse motivations. An employee of a corporation or university might also be driven by
diverse motivations such as going to the university in the morning because they want to be paid, because they are afraid of the boss, because they like doing research or
because they are in love with the boy in the cafeteria.
With regard to monetary motivations, they are not as present as in more mercantile-driven processes than CBPP. However, they are not absent in CBPP. A monetary goal is
just another type of goal (e.g. in a FLOSS project, business people have to use the product and foster participation in the community in order to ensure that the tool they use for
their business has a strong community). As well as pointing out that CBPP tends to be characterized by harnessing diverse motivations, it remains an open question if there are
other types of commonalities in the types of motivations of the people who cooperate in these projects. The importance of having fun as a motivation has been particularly
highlighted by researchers. Additionally, other research points out that reputation is a common motivating factor that also works as a common sanction. However, the motivation
scheme at CBPP remains an open question. In sum, although harnessing diverse motivations might be true for many cases and might be an attribute of success and
sustainability, in our view it is not a mandatory and delimitation criterion of CBPP. From a methodological perspective, in order to know the motivations of the participants, it
involves a series of methods difficult to apply to our time and sample size dimensions. Therefore, we will not consider it a criterion for case selection.

collaborative mapping or peer funding. As one of our independent variables, we consider
and distinguish around 30 areas of activity of CBPP (see section 3.2. Collaborative
production: Type/area of activity, resulting resource and collaborative platform). The
diversity among these areas of activities result in that delimitation criterion not always
applying to the same dimension. Depending on the area of CBPP (wireless communities
in contrast to hacklabs or citizens’ science) the delimitation criteria might apply to
different aspects of each area of CBPP (such us community, resource or process).
Therefore, what the common resource is and in what sense it could qualify as a
“commons” might not be the same in one area of activity as in another.

II. Previous. CBPP and the digital environment.
Before proceeding to present the criteria or delimitation and typification, this section tries
to clarify and advance the question of the relationship between CBPP and the digital
environment.
* First “statement”: The CBPP is not restricted to the digital environment. Most
cases are related, but being based in the digital environment is not a delimitation
criterion of CBPP.
Commons and CBPP are an organizational form that existed before and exist beyond the
digital environment.4 In other words, CBPP is not restricted to the digital environment.
CBPP is not restricted to cases in which the main interaction is taking place around a
platform over the Internet or the final resources are hosted on the Net. However, most
CBPP cases are related to the digital environment and the expansion of CBPP during the
last few decades has resulted in part due to the adoption of ICTs by societies and ICTs
facilitating it. In this regard, most known examples of CBPP are those that mainly operate
through a platform over the Internet (such as Wikipedia and FLOSS). But the CBPP taking
place around a platform over the Internet or the final resources being hosted on the Net
is only one modality of CBPP and is only one of the trajectories in which we are seeing
the increase in importance of commons, peer production and CBPP, more broadly.
At the same time, given the level of expansion of digital adoption and how this is
transversally affecting society, to a certain extent all the current organizational formats
(including commons, but also market or state) are affected by the digital environment. In
other words, a pure non-digital life might not exist anymore.
These rationales lead us to not believe that being based in the digital environment is a
delimitation criterion of CBPP.
4 An example of commons not operating or directly dependent on the digital environment is the traditional commons studied by the Ostrom school, although one could argue
that traditional commons are different in several senses than CBPP. In this regard, one distinction is that CBPPis more “built” while traditional process are more “naturally”
provided. Traditional commons tend to refer more to resources that do not have to be built from 0 but that have some “natural” provision, while CBPP tends to refer more to
resources that are built. In this regard, CBPP tends to refer to a model of production of commons based on peer-to-peer organization.

* Second “statement”: Among the cases of digitally related CBPP, several types of
relationships with the digital environment can be distinguished.
We can distinguish at least two axes that help us to classify the way in which CBPP could
be related to the digital environment: 1) Depending on where the main interaction of the
process takes place. This distinguishes cases between: 1.1) a digital platform is the main
space of collaborative interaction, 1.2) from cases in which the main interaction does not
take place in a digital platform. 2) Depending where the resulting resource or goal of the
process is hosted. Distinguishing cases: 2.1) ones where resulting common resources are
hosted (or transmitted) in the digital environment, 2.2) from ones in which the resulting
common resource is not hosted in the digital environment (even if the knowledge
connected to it is over a platform on the Net). See the table to see examples of the
quadrant resulting from both axes.
A digital platform the
main space of collaborVFe
interaction

Main interaction not taking place
in a digital platform

Resulting common
resources hosted (or
transmitted) in the
digital environment

Wikipedia,
FLOSS

A digitalized product design
developed in a makerspace or
Fab Labs, Living Labs,
hacker/maker spaces and other
kinds of “labs.” Example: A
product designed in a place then
market available online;
community radios (prepared in a
studio but transmitting the radio
online)

Resulting common
resource not hosted in
the digital environment
(even if the knowledge
connected to it is over
a platform on the Net)

Wikispeed and
Open source ecology

Example: Assambleary
movements managing a social
center, urban gardens or farming

* Second “statement”: For the project we have as selection criteria for cases to
privilege the cases that accomplish at least one of these two elements: Main
interaction takes place in a digital platform; and resulting common is resources
hosted (or transmitted) in the digital environment.

Our understanding of CBPP is not restricted to the digital environment. For several
reasons in our empirical analysis the cases whose main area of interaction are digital
platform or its resulting resource is hosted on the Net. We will also consider mainly
offline or localized communities (i.e. coworking spaces or communities that emerge in
Fab Labs, Living Labs, hacker/maker spaces and other kinds of “labs”). However, they
should build digital resources or have digital interaction to a certain degree in order to be
part of our sample. The reasons why we adopt this case selection criterion are first,
because the goal of the research is intended to inform the design of a platform over the
Internet. Analyzing how the interaction takes place in platforms is a key element of
informing the design of the P2Pvalue platform. Second, for practical reasons of
accessibility to data constraints. The use of sources of data available through web data
analysis offers practical advantages, especially for statistical analysis.

III. Delimitation and criteria of CBPP
1. Collaborative production
2. Peer based
3. Commons based
4. Peer autonomy and commonness through reproducibility and derivativeness of the
process and outcomes.
1. Collaborative production

What does collaboration mean? What does “CBPP involves collaboration” mean?
Within the bounds of this research, collaboration is regarded not in terms of individual
decisions on whether to collaborate or not (the most frequent approach in economic
analysis), but in terms of an architecture of participation that hosts and encourages
collaboration, and involves some conscious collective action.
There are grounds for discussing whether to consider also types of involuntary interaction
that create data commons. For instance, the data commons that result from people’s
interaction with a hospital might be considered or evaluated as a common resource, but
it is not the result of an intended process of people engaging in building it. Could CBPP
also refer to cases where there is no intended and negotiated action? In our research, we
will not consider cases based on indirect collaboration. Our focus is on CBPP as a process
of production, rather than regarding the commons it results from as a process without
connection to the production process.
In sum, collaboration is defined as a recursive process in which two or more people work

together and interact to achieve common goals, where interaction is defined as the
dynamic of the changing sequence of social actions between the individuals who modify
their actions and reactions in consequence of the actions taken by their interaction
partner(s). In a collaborative architecture of participation, contributing requires
engagement in a joint negotiation of understanding. A key aspect that distinguishes
online collaborative architectures from other forms of collaboration is that the online
process is largely mediated by the overall environment, as opposed to mediation by
direct social interaction.

What is referred to as production’?
CBPP refers to a modality of “production” – a process among peers that in their
interaction forms, develops, produces or builds something valuable not present before
their interaction. What results from the process might be very diverse. As pointed out
previously, regarding the relationship between the results and the digital environment,
the results might be hosted (or transmitted) in the digital environment or not hosted in
the digital environment (even if the knowledge connected to it is over a platform on the
Internet).
The final products from CBPP could be diverse also in terms of being a service or a
“resource” (an integrated piece). Additionally, the resource could be based on immaterial
content (such as archive software or knowledge, basic information and knowledge), or a
physical material.
Having “production” as a delimitation criterion opens up a possible dilemma. Would
collaborative consumption cases not be included as CBPP cases? Or even places that
liberate resources (make them “free”) but do not produce them (such as file sharing)? An
example of this tension is the open education field. From a strong sense of production,
cases in which users can “only” consume courses would not be considered CBPP (e.g.
MOOCs such as Coursera). However, initiatives such as the P2PUniversity in which the
production of the courses is open would be considered as CBPP ones. Nevertheless, in
the first case the “product” might not be the “courses” but the shared space and platform
in which to share them or the metadata that organize them. Another difficult case is car
sharing as CBPP (what is the “product” – shared car journeys?). In sum, what the
“resulting” resource is resulting from the process might be very different in the diverse
areas of activities in CBPP and this opens up a set of dilemmas regarding what actually is
the collectively built resource in each case.
As part of our “independent variables,” we analyze the diverse types of collaboration and
types of resulting “resource” of the production. In this regard, as well as this description
of collaboration and the productive character involved in CBPP, we distinguish several
types of collaborations and several types of resulting produced resource (see section 3.2.
Collaborative production: Type/area of activity, resulting resource and collaborative
platform).

2. Peer based
Peer based or peer-to-peer based refers to the relational structure of the process (also
referred to as peerlogy): how individuals relate to each other and the community. It
refers to several aspects: 2.1 Community interaction not solely or mainly coordinated by
contractual relationships or mercantile exchange; 2.2 Community interaction not solely or
mainly coordinated by hierarchical command; 2.3 Autonomous condition; and 2.4
Decentralization of conception and execution of problems and solutions.
2.1 Community interaction not solely or mainly coordinated by contractual
relationships or mercantile exchange. They can be present to a certain degree, but not
as much as they characterize market and firms.
Absence of contractual relationship as primary driving force
The interaction in the community is not mainly mediated by a contract of paid work. This
means both that the community does not contract the people contributing and that
interaction between the members is not mainly based on a contractual relationship (such
as oDesk).
There are cases in which the infrastructure provider linked to the community contracts
community members or professionals generally. However, the level of action
accomplished through contractual relationships is minor in contrast to the level of activity
not happening through contracts. Additionally, an individual may have a contract with a
third party that pays him/her for participating in a project, but the contract is not
established through the community. This is frequent in FLOSS projects, where employees
of corporations contribute to free software projects. But it is not the community as such
contracting them. Additionally, gaining a reputation and skills in order to use them in the
labor market might be a motivation to contribute, but the labor relationship is not how
the individual interacts with the community.
Absence of mercantile exchange as primary force
We are saying that communities should not have any type of monetarian activity. In
other words, it is not implicit that the community has forms of economical sustainability
to support activities that involve monetary costs (such as donations systems). However,
the level of activity in the interaction between the community members driven by the
monetary payment is minor.
Additionally, we are not excluding other forms of exchange in the community.
Interactions in the community might be driven by exchange of reputation, time or social
currencies, for example.
2.2 Community interaction not solely or mainly coordinated by hierarchical

command. They can be present to a certain degree or in other modalities, but not as
much as they characterize in market and state.
We are not implying that there are no forms of power and cohesion in CBPP. But they are
different to the ones characteristic in traditional hierarchical organizations. It is part of the
research question regarding how to better define how the hierarchies in CBPP work.5
To characterize peer relationships, we have defined them in negative terms – not
mercantile, not hierarchical command. This is a very limited and restricted definition. It is
a sign of the low level of knowledge that we have of those forms. It is the aim of the
project to increase our knowledge about whether these forms are based on mercantile
and nonhierarchical command, or what are they based on. It is not that exchange or
redistribution, or power and hierarchies, are not there; they are, but they operate
differently.
2.3 Autonomous condition
One aspect that characterizes CBPP positively (instead of negatively like 2.1 and 2.2) is
the degree of autonomous condition of the people engaging in the collaboration. This
implies several questions such as the self-assignment of contributions or freely
creating. Individuals have plenty of opportunity to decide by themselves when and
where to contribute or what to do (in the managing of what the community defines –
such as its mission or what the design of the platform allows them technically to do), in
contrast to a highly pre-established and centralized planification. This is connected to
what in Wikipedia is referred to as “being bold.” Individuals can take the initiative (they
consider or might consider the action of others in their interactions, but they do not
follow tidy instructions they are not free to diverge from). Collectively, CBPP is selforganized rather than the imposed structures of bureaucratic organizations we have adhocracies, created by the participants themselves as they go along.
Additionally, the “freely” creation (which can also be present in corporations like Google
that conceive the workplace as a playground) is not only a working “methodology” but a
“condition” (participants are not freely creating in the frame of a labor condition or
status).
Contributors do so because they want to (altruistic) or because they do it in exchange for
something (such as reputation/social recognition/reciprocity). But they have the
opportunity to “leave,” to deny, and are not forced to create. They are not commanded
by a force over them (like a contractual obligation) or by someone who has power over
5 This description might change over time in the projects. For example, FLOSS projects do not usually follow this schema, especially in their initial stages. In some FLOSS
projects, the common initial structure is that of the “benevolent dictator,” who decides what is committed or not. Although it could be that everyone can make local changes in a
fork, there is still the issue of including them in the “official” or “initial” version. This could be key for the sustainability and the evolution of the product (the relationship between
how distributed is the possibility of contribute officially, the structures to control it, how you gain the possibility to “commit them,” and the impact on the status of the member of
the community). The same could be said about Wikipedia: Initially the control was more centralized in the founders, but over the years the founders lost control, and also over
the years an oligarchy of administrators has emerged that was not initially present.

the person (through physical or another form of coercion). They might do it in exchange
for something, but this exchange is not monetary, and it is not tidily defined and forced.
2.4 The autonomous condition has as its derivative that there is a decentralization of
conception and execution of problems and solutions.
3. Commons based
This process is characterized as producing “something” and being among peers. But CBPP
is not only characterized by being a peer process and productive (it is not only a peer-topeer production), but also a com m on process. Common means generally that it is not
driven primarily by restrictive/private appropriation, but a process that is driven by a
general interest. That is, it is driven by building something valuable and accessible (and
when applied, “owned”) not only for particular individuals of the community, but for the
whole community/collective people involved, favoring accessibility (eg: the willingness to
extract a profit, even if it could be a profit to ensure the sustainability of the process).6
Additionally, its general interest character facilitates that when the sustainability
tradeoffs allow it, the resulting com m on resource has a public character (accessible
also to third parties, and individuals not intervening in or contributing to the process). In
the digital environment, this tends to take the form of open access ((but not necessarily
the right to make derivative works) and technically availability to use the resulting
products) (like in freedom and many occasions like in beer) the resource), and in some
cases and when applied to shared/community-based ownership (the holder of the
license to be collective, most likely the community).7
4. Peer autonomy and commonness through reproducibility and derivativeness of
the process and outcomes.
This question is related to the capacity to replicate and modify the output and process of
the CBPP. The reproducibility might not be limited to the content outputs and software,
but also to other aspects of the process (such as how the community works,
methodology, steps, how-tos).
This feature when applied to the digital environment is referred to as “forkability.”
“Forkability” entails (mainly through legal and technical ability) creating derivative works.
The conditions for forkability are technical access to the source code and content, and
6 Dilemma or tension associated: Could this be considered a common if the resulting resource is sold in a market? Although many instances of peer production produce “free”
as in free beer resources, not all do this. For example, the produce of a local food network is to be paid for. The distinction could be to say that the knowledge associated with it,
if applied, is “free” as in freedom. However, there are still cases in which there is no knowledge subject to license as an indicator of its free character. This is also the case for
Wikipedia, whose main goal is a free encyclopedia (in both senses), but the trademark is to a certain degree commercialized as part of its sustainability strategy. Then the
question would be one of “degree.” Entering into commercial exchange of the products resulting from the process might be present, but it is not the primary goal or mechanism
to give access to or explain the distribution of the resulting resource. But can the cases of CBPP whose primary outcome is to be sold in markets be considered commons?
Would this be a peer production but not a CBPP? In general, the relationship between markets and commons requires further elaboration and analysis.
7 This criterion would go in line with the tradition among cyberscholars of considering open access a defined criterion of digital commons. Cyberscholars value commons as
open access meaning that individuals can access the result freely, without the need to gain the permission of someone else.

content and code license that allow derivative work.8
This element supports two other previous questions: On the one hand, it supports the
autonomous condition of individuals (also the community as a whole) as the community
can have more independence from the means of production. It contributes to an
environment freer of forcing powers. On the other hand, it supports the “commons”
dimensions as it ensures more access to the results and for the general interest (of use
and of knowledge reproduction).

In sum, common-based peer production (CBPP) is an emerging and innovative model of
collaborative production, frequently taking place or supported through a digital platform.
It agglutinates a set of diverse areas of activities and set of cases that tend to share
being characterized by peer-to-peer relationships (in contrast to the traditionally
hierarchical command and contractual relationships, and with limited mercantile
exchange) and/or results in the (generally) open access provision of commons resources
that favor access, reproducibility and derivativeness.
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